This sanitary-epidemiological conclusion determines that the product:
Personal protection from electromagnetic radiation of mobile communication devices and microwave ovens "Neitronik" model MG-03

was produced in accordance with:
ТУ 426350-03-18524656-02 "Holographic trademark type " Neutralizator electromagnetic radiation "Neitronik" "(Code G33 „Нейтроник“)

CORRESPONDS (NOT CORRESPONDS) to sanitary rules
(cross out unneeded, indicate the full name of the state sanitary-epidemiological rules and norms)

Company – producer

Center of Ecological, Scientific and Technical and Social and Cultural Inventions „VALCON“, 140180 Moscow region, city Zhukovsky, Moskovskaya street 12/3 (Russian Federation)

Recipient of the sanitary – epidemiological conclusions

Center of Ecological, Scientific and Technical and Social and Cultural Inventions „VALCON“, 140180 Moscow region, city Zhukovsky, Moskovskaya street 12/3 (Russian Federation)

The basis of the product compliance (noncompliance) to sanitary rules
is (list testing protocols taken into consideration, name of the agency that has performed testing, other documents taken into consideration):
Expert conclusion of Non-ionizing radiation Department of Federal Center of Sanitary – Epidemiological Inspection, Ministry of Health of Russian Federation and Research Institute of Occupational Health of Russian Academy of Medical Sciences (RAMS) SANITARY – EPIDEMIOLOGICAL CONCLUSION №77.ФЦ.19.426.П.000033.02.04. test protocols ИЛЦ ФЦГСЭН №№ 15/19, 16/19 from 04.02.04

№ 0718749
# HYGENIC PRODUCT FEATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance, indicators (factors)</th>
<th>Hygienic standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(СанПиН, МДУ, ПДК etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The product is a self-adhesive sign, containing multilayer structure of successively arranged layers from top to bottom (size 30x30 mm).

Device "Neitronik" MG-03 reduces tension of electromagnetic field, generated by mobile communication devices and microwave ovens, not less than 30%.

**Field of application:**

Protection device against electromagnetic fields generated by mobile communication devices and microwave ovens.

**Necessary conditions for the usage, storage, transportation and security measures:**

In accordance with the instruction manual.

**Information to be applied to the label:**

In accordance with the instructions of the producer: product name, country, producer, purpose, basic properties, terms of use.

**The conclusion is valid until:** 13.03.2012.

Chief State Sanitary Doctor  
(Deputy of Chief State Sanitary Doctor)  
A.S. Vinogradov
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Inter-regional governance № 1 of the Federal Medical and Biological Agency

SANITARY – EPIDEMIOLOGICAL CONCLUSION
№ 77.МУ.02.426.П.000388.03.07 FROM 14.03.2007.

This sanitary-epidemiological conclusion determines that the product:

Personal protection from electromagnetic radiation of computers and TV sets "Neitronik" model MG-04

was produced in accordance with:

ТУ 426350-03-18524656-02 "Holographic trademark type "Neutralizer of electromagnetic radiation "Neitronik" "(Code G33 „Нейтроник“)

CORRESPONDS (NOT CORRESPONDS) to sanitary rules
(cross out unneeded, indicate the full name of the state sanitary-epidemiological rules and norms)

Company – producer
Center of Ecological, Scientific and Technical and Social and Cultural Inventions „VALCON”, 140180 Moscow region, city Zhukovsky, Moskovskaya street 12/3 (Russian Federation)

Recipient of the sanitary – epidemiological conclusions
Center of Ecological, Scientific and Technical and Social and Cultural Inventions „VALCON”, 140180 Moscow region, city Zhukovsky, Moskovskaya street 12/3 (Russian Federation)

The basis of the product compliance (noncompliance) to sanitary rules
(list testing protocols taken into consideration, name of the agency that has performed testing, other documents taken into consideration):

Expert conclusion of Non-ionizing radiation Department of Federal Center of Sanitary – Epidemiological Inspection, Ministry of Health of Russian Federation and Research Institute of Occupational Health of Russian Academy of Medical Sciences (RAMS) SANITARY – EPIDEMIOLOGICAL CONCLUSION №77.ФЦ.19.426.П.000033.02.04. test protocols ИПЦ ФЦГСЭН №№ 11/19 - 16/19 from 04.02.04

№ 0718623
HYGENIC PRODUCT FEATURE

Substance, indicators (factors)  

Hygienic standard (СанПиН, МДУ, ПДК etc.)

The product is a self-adhesive sign, containing multilayer structure of successively arranged layers from top to bottom (size 30x30 mm). Device "Neitronik" MG-04 reduces tension of electromagnetic field, generated by personal computers, not less than 50%.

Field of application:

Protection device against electromagnetic fields generated by personal computers.

Necessary conditions for the use, storage, transportation, and security measures:

In accordance with the instruction manual.

Information to be applied to the label:

In accordance with the instructions of the producer: product name, country, producer, purpose, basic properties, terms of use.

The conclusion is valid until: 13.03.2012.

Chief State Sanitary Doctor
(Deputy of Chief State Sanitary Doctor)

A.S. Vinogradov
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